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1. Prosodic Influences on Phonetic Variation
In the year just past we have focused our efforts on understanding some of the factors which
govern surface phonetic variation in connected speech, as a step toward our long-term goal of
formulating a model of human speech production planning at the sound level. To this end we
have investigated variations in voice quality with prosodic structure, finding that irregular
periodicity in spoken utterances is more likely at the beginnings and ends of prosodic constituents
and varies systematically with the size of the constituent. In studies of the effects of prosodic
constituent boundaries on timing, we found that phrase-final lengthening is progressive through
the phrase-final syllable, increasing from syllable onset and nucleus to reach its greatest
magnitude in the consonant coda, at least in some circumstances.
In addition we have studied the special phonological characteristics of function words, finding that
such words (e.g. articles, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) are more likely to be monosyllabic and
begin with a vowel or a weak consonant such as /h,w,y/ than are content words such as nouns,
verbs and adjectives. Adverbs, which are harder to characterize syntactically, show a
phonological pattern intermediate between content and function words. These findings may have
implications for understanding why function words are more likely to undergo severe phonetic
modification in connected speech.
Finally, we have extended our acoustic-phonetic studies to perception, investigating the effect of
prosodic structure on the perceived grouping of syllables into words. We showed that listeners
report groupings of spoken full-vowel syllables (e.g. boy friend ship side walk) into two-syllable
words in ways which reflect repeated f0 patterns in the stimulus. These results support a model
in which listeners use global acoustic patterns to help form candidate linguistic constituents from
an acoustic waveform.

2. Model for Lexical Access
2.1 Development of the model
We are developing a model of the process whereby human listeners extract word sequences
from running speech. The model assumes that words are represented in memory in terms of
sequences of segments each of which is specified as a bundle of distinctive features. In the past
year, some of the details of this model have been clarified, particularly with regard to accounting
for sources of variability observed in the acoustic representation of particular features.
We recognize that there are two kinds of features: articulator-free features (such as [consonant],
[vowel], [continuant]) that are represented in the sound as particular types of landmarks,
depending on the feature; and articulator-bound features whose acoustic representation resides
in the sound in the vicinity of the landmarks set up by the implementation of the articulator-free
features. Each feature has a + or a – value. There is a defining articulatory and acoustic
correlate that makes the sound resulting from the + value of that feature perceptually distinct from
the sound resulting from the –value of the feature. However, additional articulatory gestures are
often recruited in order to “fine-tune” or enhance the perceptual saliency of this contrast. These
enhancing gestures may be implemented whenever the feature appears in any context within a
word in an utterance, or they may be implemented only in certain contexts (e.g., syllable position).
Consequently there may be an array of acoustic cues that a listener can use in order to uncover
the value of an underlying feature in an utterance.
In running speech, the array of gestures for a feature in a segment may overlap with gestures
from an adjacent segment. This overlap may weaken some of the cues for the feature or even
obliterate some cues. Furthermore, in the presence of noise, some cues may be masked, and
the listener must focus on those that can be detected in the noise. We have examined a number
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of examples of word sequences where both enhancement and overlap are present. A general
observation is that, in most cases in the absence of noise, there is enough evidence among the
various cues to permit a listener to uncover the pattern of distinctive features for the segments in
the sequence. There are a number of sequences for which gestural overlap obliterates the
defining acoustic correlate for a feature, but only when acoustic evidence remains for an
enhancing gesture for the feature.
2.2 Module for consonant place of articulation
We have been developing a place of articulation module which is a component of a knowledgebased speech recognition system. There are similarities in the placement and shaping of the
articulator for consonants with a particular place of articulation, independent of whether the
consonants are stops, nasals, or fricatives. Therefore, certain cues measured in the vicinity of
the acoustic landmarks for the consonants may be used for place classification, independent of
manner of production.
The utterances were vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV) sequences spoken in isolation by one female
and two male speakers. The two vowels in a given utterance are the same type, and six vowel
types were used. For the study of place, the consonant is either a stop, a nasal, a fricative, or an
affricate. In addition, the aspirated consonant /h/ is compared with fricatives and affricates in
order to assess the capability of differentiating frication and aspiration. The CV boundary was
examined in this study; the cues are expected to be more salient in this context.
An initial set of place cues derived from the acoustic theory of speech production of stop
consonants was applied to stops, nasals, and fricatives and affricates in the utterances of the
present study. For stops, the overall discriminant analysis classification score is 75% correct
classification for all vowel types and all speakers; for nasals, the overall correct classification
score is 57%; and for fricatives and affricates, the correct classification is 85%.
Attempts were made to modify the descriptors for stops, as well as introducing additional cues
based on acoustic theory of speech production of the consonant with a given manner. With
modification and additional cues relevant to the manner of production added, the classification
was improved significantly. For stops, with 12 cues, the overall classification score reaches 94%;
for nasals, with 19 cues, the overall classification reaches 100%; and for fricatives and affricates,
with 16 cues, the overall classification reaches 97%.
With additional information such as voicing, vowel frontedness, and gender, the place
classification score can be increased still further. The effect of additional information on the
overall classification scores was determined for the stop consonants and the fricative and
affricate consonants. With voicing and vowel context known, the score increases to close to
100% for stops. The unvoiced stops have lower score than voiced stops, whereas voicing has
little effect on the detection of place for the fricatives and affricates. Back vowel context gives a
higher score than front vowel context for both stop consonants and fricative and affricate
consonants. The female utterances are better classified than the male utterances, irrespective of
manner.
Since different combinations of cues give the best classification for consonants of different
manner, it is often necessary to determine the manner of the consonant as a requirement for
determining place. The stop and nasal manners are detected by the consonantal landmark
detector and the nasality module that have been developed previously. This study suggests cues
that may clarify landmarks involving the feature [continuant] i.e., stop consonants on one hand
and fricatives and affricates on the other. With 12 cues, the overall classification score between
stops and fricative or affricate consonant is close to 100%. The consonants with frication were
separated perfectly from those with mostly aspiration, /h/, by using 13 cues. Stridency of the
fricatives and affricates can also be classified very well with 8 cues. The place of articulation for
non-strident consonants and strident consonants was classified perfectly with 16 cues and 3
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cues, respectively. Furthermore, it was observed that place for fricatives and affricates is better
classified when stridency is determined first.
We are proceeding to expand the place module to include consonants in running speech in
syllable-initial, syllable-final and ambisyllabic position in the context of strong and weak syllables.
2.3 Detection of stop consonant voicing
One module in the model of lexical access determines whether an obstruent consonant is voiced
or voiceless. Such a module has been developed for stop consonants. A preliminary set of
acoustic cues for determining voicing is formulated from knowledge of acoustic theory. The
acoustic cues include the fundamental frequency, first formant frequency, and the relative
amplitudes of the first harmonic, first formant prominence and third formant prominence. The
fundamental frequency in the adjacent vowel is used to gauge the stiffness of the vocal folds.
Additional cues are the voice onset time (VOT) from release to the onset of voicing and the voice
offset periodicity (VOP) immediately after the consonant closure. Some of the measures are
used to estimate the spread of the glottis and are sampled immediately before the closure and
after the onset of voicing, and others provide evidence for stiffening or slacking of the vocal folds.
VOT and VOP are the most important voicing cues. VOT of unvoiced stop consonants is on
average 45 ms greater than that of their voiced counterparts and VOP of voiced stop consonants
is on average significantly greater than that of their voiceless counterparts. The fundamental
frequency, the change in first harmonic amplitude and the change in the difference between the
amplitudes of first and second harmonic are cues that can contribute to voicing identification. The
results show that a small set of acoustic cues based on theory of speech production may be
reliable in determining voicing.

3. Constraints and Strategies in Speech Production
3.1 Development of MATLAB code implementing a movement controller for biomechanical
tongue models.
Various learning architectures have been implemented for learning forward and inverse models of
the speech production mechanism to be used for the control of 2D and 3D biomechanical models
of the vocal tract. These techniques include generalized radial basis function (GRBF) neural
networks, hyperplane radial basis function (HRBF) networks, and an iterative algorithmic method
for determining the pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix (inverse model) necessary for control of
movements planned in acoustic space. Although the GRBF networks originally implemented
were sufficient for control of the 2D biomechanical tongue model, the computational load makes
simulation of a 3D biomechanical tongue model using GRBF networks problematic. The HRBF
networks have thus been implemented in place of GRBF networks to reduce the computer
memory requirements and simulation times for the controller simulations. The controller
transforms the desired acoustic trajectories (change in formants) into a change in muscle
activation command that drives the 2-D vocal tract model using a learned HRBF neural network
designed to learn this “inverse model” mapping. To train and test the validity of the model, three
HRBF forward models were designed that learn the activation commands to formants, muscle
length to formants, and the activation commands to muscle lengths within 1% error. The data
needed to train the three forward models were extracted from 1,905 simulations of the 2-D vocal
tract model covering the formant space and the muscle length space. Using the three forward
models 9,375,000 data points were simulated (13 input dimensions: formants, and muscle
lengths, and 10 output dimensions: muscle activation commands), which are used to train the
inverse model. One form of the inverse model was able to learn the mapping within 5% error.
Another form of the inverse model is being explored that is more biologically plausible and able to
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simulate the function of the cerebellum. This work is also supported by NIH grant R29 DC02852
to Frank Guenther.
3.2 Gestural timing effects in the 'perfect memory' sequence observed under three rates
by electromagnetometry.
In a well-known example the /ktm/ sequence in the phrase 'perfect memory' is contrasted
between careful (list) and fluent production conditions. In that example, X-ray microbeam data
were used to show that although in the fluent case coproduction of the /m/ can mask the acoustic
releases of the /k/ and /t/, both stops are nonetheless articulated. The current work uses EMMA
data to examine this sequence in greater detail: Eighteen subjects produced the phrase in a
carrier context under normal, fast, and clear rate conditions. Results confirm that tongue dorsum
and tip movements toward velar and apical closure occur regardless of rate and observable
acoustic effect. In addition, while movement amplitudes decreased somewhat as rate increased,
little variation in the durations associated with the consonant gestures was observed. Instead,
changes in rate primarily affected V to V duration and the relative phasing of the velar and apical
closing gestures: the tongue tip maximum (/t/) lagged that of the tongue dorsum (/k/) in clear
speech, was aligned with it in normal speech, and for a robust minority of subjects anticipated it in
the fast rate condition.
3.3 Relations between production and perception.
Twenty-one subjects have been run in an experiment in which articulatory movements, a signal
reflecting contact between the tongue tip and lower incisors, and the acoustic signal are recorded.
Utterance material is designed to look for inter-speaker differences in degree of motor
equivalence, amount of reduction in fast speech, and tongue tip contact with the lower teeth.
Twelve data sets have been completed and analyzed. The same subjects are participating in
labeling and discrimination experiments that use synthetic continua to examine cross-speaker
differences in the sharpness of phonemic boundaries in acoustic space (16 subjects run). These
movement, acoustic and perceptual results will be used to test the hypothesis that speakers who
show a) more motor equivalence and b) higher velocity increases and less reduction in fast
speech have sharper phoneme boundaries (reflected in steeper transitions in labeling functions
and higher discrimination scores). The tongue contact data are being used to test the hypothesis
that speakers who show less motor equivalence for the sound “sh” are more likely to use a
saturation effect (contact of the tongue tip with the lower incisors for “s”) in production of the s-sh
distinction.
3.4 Development of facilities and paradigms.
Extensive software and hardware development has been accomplished in support of the abovedescribed experimentation. This includes refinement of software for data acquisition and
interactive and algorithmic data analysis, as well as 3-dimensional vocal-tract modeling and
control modeling. Software development also includes significant progress on signal processing
to perturb vowel and semivowel formants in real time for use in sensorimotor adaptation
experiments. Hardware development includes the design and construction of an electronic
device for generating and gating masking noise under computer control, and continued work on
the development of a pressure-measuring palatograph. A number of pilot sessions have been
run to develop the paradigms for bite block and sensorimotor adaptation experiments.
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3.5 Theoretical developments
A model of the sensorimotor control of speech production has been presented. The model is
being implemented as a set of computer simulations. It converts an input sequence of discrete
phonemes into quasi-continuous motor commands and a sound output. A key feature of the
model is that the goals for speech movements, at least for some kinds of sounds, are regions in
auditory-temporal space. The model is designed to have properties that are as faithful as
possible to data from speakers – including measures of brain function, speech motor control
mechanisms, physiology, anatomy, biomechanics and acoustics. Examples of simulations and
actual data from some of these domains are illustrated. The examples demonstrate properties of
the model or they are consistent with hypotheses generated from it. Our long-range goal is to
implement the model completely and test it exhaustively, in the belief that doing so will
significantly advance our understanding of speech motor control.

4. Effects of Hearing Status on Adult Speech Production
4.1 Sentence intelligibility in postlingually deafened adults who receive cochlear implants
This study examined the intelligibility of sentences spoken by postlingually deafened adults while
deaf and after one year of experience with a cochlear implant (CI). Two- hundred amplitudenormalized sentences of four, five, six, seven and eight syllables from the Johns Hopkins
Lipreading Corpus spoken by 10 CI users (100 sentences from Pre sessions, 100 from Post
sessions) were presented to 11 naïve listeners with self-reported normal hearing. Listeners
transcribed sentences as they were presented with no opportunity for replay. Results were
scored as the percent of words transcribed correctly. Matched pairs t-tests were performed for
each speaker, comparing Pre and Post words percent correct, aligning sentence syllable length
and listener. Sentence intelligibility significantly improved for the group with varying results among
individual speakers. The effects age at deafening on intelligibility are discussed. Intelligibility
improvements were similar to those reported for masked word intelligibility in a previous study.
4.2 Development of facilities.
Acoustic recording and analysis. We have completed the implementation of new data acquisition
software and hardware systems for use in a recently funded set of experiments. The data
acquisition system digitizes the speech signal directly in real-time, eliminating the need to make,
edit and digitize DAT recordings. Once recordings are completed, the software is used for
interactive sound segment boundary labeling and automated data extraction, which is facilitated
by storing each utterance in a single, token-specific file. This system has significantly reduced
the amount of time required for data acquisition and analysis, which will permit us to report on
larger and more numerous data sets than in the past. We have implemented an identical system
at the University of Miami for data acquisition in a collaborative experiment as part of the newly
funded project. Data and signal files are sent between our laboratories over the Internet. An
additional component of the hardware system (mentioned above) is used for feedbackmodification experiments. It receives input from a microphone and mixes the input with varying
levels of speech-shaped noise. Pre-programmed noise and speech feedback levels are set
under computer control; the signals are output either to calibrated headphones (for normalhearing subjects) or to our lab’s cochlear implant speech processor (for cochlear-implant users).
Perceptual data acquisition. We have created two synthetic acoustic continua of stimuli that
range between “a beet” and “a boot” (interpolation between vowels) and between “a said” and “a
shed” (interpolation between initial consonants). Each item in the continuum is identified and
rated for goodness by our subjects to measure their abilities to perform phonemic categorization.
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